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Abstract:
Simultaneous existence of multi instabilities have been reported in various linear plasma devices
[1][2][3] as well as in astrophysical plasma systems [4][5].The competition between the participating
modes depends on the dominant drivers which drive the instability. The interplay between these modes
and the associated wave particle interactions significantly alter the classical transport properties of
plasma by modulating its parameters. The hierarchy of these instabilities needs to be investigated with
respect to plasma confinement scenario. In context with it, a parametric coupling model is developed
in terms of complex coupling coefficient for the interaction of Farley Buneman (FB) and Gradient Drift
(GD) modes in slab geometry. Using kinetic wave equation, a quasiparticle approach is adopted for the
description of FB modes under stationary turbulence. Further, nonlinear influences due to background
plasmon quasiparticles on the dynamics of GD mode, is explored. Electron dynamics reveals the
modification in electron collision frequency and inhomogeneity scale length. Also, a new quasimode
gets excited through the dispersion relation. Moreover, the dynamics of the participating modes in turn
gets coupled through a dimensionless parameter which is estimated using Gaussian and Delta profiles
separately.
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